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Abstract
A gun safe door storage system is permanently affixed to an interior surface of a gun safe door. The door storage system comprises a plurality of integrated pouches or pockets and a rack arranged such that the pouches or pockets are accessible even when the rack is holding rifles or rifle parts, such as barrels. Substantially all of the available space on the interior surface of the door is filled with pockets or pouches. The pouches or pockets are affixed to a backing material having strength and weight sufficient to prevent sagging. The backing material is permanently affixed to the interior surface of the gun safe door. The rack comprises a barrel support and a stock support mounted permanently on the interior surface of the gun safe door over the pouches or pockets.
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RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part of commonly-owned and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/971,584, filed Oct. 22, 2004 now U.S. Pat. No. 7,877,920, which claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/513,967 filed on Oct. 24, 2003, the disclosures of which are incorporated in their entireties by reference herein.

FIELD OF INVENTION

This invention generally relates to an apparatus for holding firearms and other items on the door of a gun safe. More specifically, the invention relates to a gun safe door storage system for rifles, guns, and firearm supplies and accessories.

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

The use of gun safes for storing and preventing unauthorized access to firearms and firearm supplies (such as ammunition) and accessories is well known. An example of a prior art gun safe is shown in FIG. 1. The interior of such prior art gun safes generally includes several shelves 2 and a rack 4 for storing rifles in a vertical position. Because the storage components are all located in the interior portion of the gun safe, the gun safe’s door 6 must be substantially opened to provide access to the firearms, supplies and accessories stored therein (not shown), and a user would have to reach into the gun safe to remove any of the items stored therein.

It is also known to attach devices to the interior surface of a safe door in order to provide additional means for storing firearms, supplies and accessories. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,957,308 to Zierenberg discloses a system for hanging pistols on the interior surface of a safe door, including a rotatable (or removable) panel hung over the top edge of the door made from a hook-and-loop type material (such as VELCRO) and removable fabric holsters or pouches for holding pistols or other valuables also made from a hook-and-loop type material, such that the pouches are easily movable.

Other means for storing firearms, supplies or accessories on the interior surface of a gun safe door are disclosed in the Sentry® FIRESAFE® Gun Safes (e.g., Model GTX423). The Sentry® safes include an optional restraint cord system consisting of a bungee cord secured to the interior surface of the door in a zig-zag pattern around pegs secured through the interior surface of the door. Alternatively, hooks may be secured to the interior surface of the door for hanging items, such as spare gun barrels, pistols, binoculars, etc. The Sentry® safes may also include a door pocket recessed into the door’s interior surface.

However, none of the prior art provides a means for storing rifles on the door of a gun safe to provide easier access and to reduce the risk of damage (e.g., nicks and scratches) to the rifles. As used herein, the term “rifle” generally refers to a firearm with an elongated barrel and a stock having a butt. Thus, the term “rifle” refers not only to rifles but also includes shotguns, carbines and other similar firearms. It is a broad object of the invention to provide a gun safe door storage system that provides easy access to rifles, minimizes risk of damage to rifles, and also provides a wide range of storage options for firearm supplies and accessories to efficiently maximize the use of space on the interior surface of a gun safe door.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

In the present invention, the foregoing purposes, as well as others that will be apparent, are achieved generally by providing a gun safe door storage system that is permanently affixed to an interior surface of a gun safe door. The gun safe door typically includes an interior panel 10 made from a sturdy material, such as sheet rock or sheet metal. The door storage system comprises a plurality of integrated pouches or pockets and a rifle rack arranged such that the pouches or pockets are accessible even when the rifle rack is holding rifles. Substantially all of the available space on the interior surface of the door is filled with pouches or pockets. The pouches or pockets are affixed to a backing material having strength and weight sufficient to prevent sagging. The backing material is permanently affixed to the interior surface of the gun safe door.

A rifle rack comprising a barrel support and a stock support is mounted permanently on the interior surface of the gun safe door over the pouches or pockets. The stock support is mounted lower than the gun safe door and comprises one or more butt recesses or slings for receiving and securing the butt end of a rifle stock. The barrel support is mounted on an upper portion of the gun safe door at a distance above the stock support. The barrel support has one or more barrel holes or other means for receiving and securing a rifle barrel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a prior art gun safe with the safe door in an open position.

FIG. 2 is a front elevational view of a gun safe door storage system prior to attachment to an interior panel of a gun safe door.

FIG. 3 is a rear, right and top side perspective view of the door storage system prior to attachment to an interior panel of a gun safe door.

FIG. 4 is a front elevational view of a gun safe door storage system after attachment to an interior panel of a gun safe door.

FIG. 5 is a side view of the gun safe door storage system shown in FIG. 4.

FIG. 6 is an alternate embodiment of a gun safe door storage system.

FIG. 7A is a perspective view of a pocket for use in a gun safe door storage system, in an open position.

FIG. 7B is a perspective view of a pocket for use in a gun safe door storage system, in a closed position.

FIG. 8 is a top view of a strap for use in a gun safe door storage system.

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a stock support for use with the door storage system of FIG. 4.

FIG. 10A is a perspective view of a barrel support for use with the door storage system of FIG. 4.

FIG. 10B is a perspective view of a bracket for attaching the barrel support of FIG. 10A to the door storage system of FIG. 4.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

A gun safe door storage system is shown in FIGS. 2-5. Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the interior portion of a gun safe door typically includes an interior panel 10 made from a sturdy material, such as sheet rock or sheet metal. The door
storage system comprises a backing material 12 of sufficient size to cover the entire interior panel 10 of the gun safe door, and has flaps 14 extending past the top, bottom and side edges of the interior panel 10. The flaps 14 wrap around the edges of the interior panel 10 (as indicated by the arrows in FIG. 3) and are affixed to the opposite side of the interior panel 10. The backing material 12 (including the flaps 14) is preferably affixed to the interior panel 10 by adhesive (hot-melt or pressure-sensitive), but may also be affixed by staples or other means of permanently affixing a flexible sheet on a flat surface, or any combination thereof. The backing material 12 is preferably Oxford Cloth (available from Wujiang Lifueng Silk Cloth Corporation Ltd., Jiaxing Province, China) or a heavy nylon material. A thin (preferably about 1/8 inch thick) plastic stiffener material is typically attached to one side of the Oxford Cloth by adhesive or stitching. Any other material that provides sufficient strength and durability to prevent sagging when the door storage system is in use may be used.

Referring now to FIGS. 4 and 5, the door storage system is permanently affixed to and integrated into a gun safe door. The door storage system comprises a plurality of integrated pouches or pockets 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, and 37 arranged such that the pouches, pockets and straps are accessible even when the rifle rack is holding rifles (not shown). Substantially all of the available space on the interior surface of the door is filled with pockets, pockets and straps. The pockets, pockets and straps 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, and 37 are affixed to the backing material 12, preferably by stitching or adhesive. It should be understood that the pockets, pockets and straps shown in FIGS. 2-5 are just one example of the types of pockets, pockets and straps that may be used. Many different size and shape pockets, pockets and straps may be selected and arranged in any configuration depending on the intended use and the size of the gun safe door. For example, an alternate arrangement on a smaller gun safe door is shown in FIG. 6.

As shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, a mesh pocket 16 comprises a mesh material affixed to the backing material 12 on the sides and gathered and affixed at the bottom, typically being stitched. An elastic band 24 is disposed at the top and affixed to the backing material 12 only on the sides such that the band can be pulled away from the backing material to provide access to the pocket 16. When not in use, the elastic band 24 is flush with the surface of the backing material 12 (see FIG. 5). The mesh material may be provided in varying sizes depending on the desired size of the pocket 16.

Pockets 18 and 20 comprise a pre-formed pouch affixed to the backing material 12, typically by stitching. The pouch may be provided in varying sizes and shapes depending on the desired size and use of the pouches. The pockets may be closed with a zipper closure device, having a zipper pull 26, or a hook-and-loop closure device 28, such as VELCRO®. A pouch having a VELCRO® closure device 28 and a loop pull 30 to facilitate opening and closing the pouch is shown in FIGS. 7A (open) and 7B (closed).

Straps 21 comprise a material that may or may not be elastic. For example, a heavy nylon belt or a flat elastic strap may be used, or any combination thereof. The material is affixed to the backing material 12 in spaced-apart vertical lines 31 by adhesive or stitching. The fabric material is gathered between the vertical lines to form a plurality of loops 33 to holding various firearm accessories and supplies. (See FIG. 8). The vertical lines 31 may be spaced at any interval depending on the desired end use.

Referring again to FIGS. 4 and 5, a rifle rack comprises a barrel support 32 and a stock support 34, each separately and permanently mounted to the interior panel 10 of the gun safe door through the backing material 12. The barrel and stock supports may be of the types disclosed in co-pending U.S. application Ser. No. 10/971,584 (the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety). Alternatively, the stock support 34 and barrel support 32 may be made from a metal or metal alloy, such as stainless steel, rod bent and formed into a plurality of U-shaped holders 38, 40 (see FIGS. 9 and 10). The open ends of the U-shaped holders of the stock support 34 face outward from the interior panel 10 when the stock support 34 is installed onto the interior panel 10. A mesh or nylon sling material 36 is attached between the outer prongs 42 of the U-shaped holders 38 for receiving and securing the butt end of a rifle stock. Use of this type of butt support is less expensive because it uses less material, and is easy to manufacture and install onto the interior panel 10.

The barrel support 32 is mounted on an upper portion of the gun safe door at a distance above the stock support such that the open ends of the U-shaped holders are disposed adjacent the interior panel 10. This permits the closed end of the U-shaped holders to receive and secure a rifle barrel. Each end of the barrel support 32 extends to form a pin 44 that is used for mounting the barrel support 32 onto the interior panel 10. The pins fit into brackets 46 mounted on both sides of the door to permit the barrel support 32 to pivot 180 degrees. (See FIG. 10A) Thus, when there are no rifles in the rack, the barrel support 32 can lay flat against the backing material 12. The barrel support may also be installed without this pivoting feature.

The U-shaped holders 40 are dimensioned to allow rifle barrels to be easily inserted or removed therefrom and to securely hold rifle barrels as the door opens and closes. Each U-shaped holder 40 is positioned on the barrel support 32 so that is registers with a corresponding U-shaped holder 38 in the stock support 34 when the barrel support and stock support are mounted on the interior panel 12. Each U-shaped holder 40 coacts with a corresponding U-shaped holder 38 to receive, secure and hold a rifle upright on the rifle rack. Preferably, each U-shaped holder 40 is provided with a vinyl dip cover 48 or other material suitable for securing and protecting rifle barrels.

The barrel and stock supports 32, 34 may be affixed to the interior panel 10 by gluing, welding, riveting or with fasteners, preferably self-tapping sheet metal screws that anchor into steel Z bars (not shown) that are attached to the safe door. The barrel support 32 is positioned above the stock support 34 at a height sufficient to allow the barrel support and butt support to securely hold rifles of the size generally used by sportsmen, hunters and gun enthusiasts but still allow rifles to be easily placed into or removed from the rifle rack. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 4, the distance between the barrel support 32 and stock support 34 is about thirty-six inches. However, it is to be understood that barrel supports and stock supports separated by a greater distance or lesser distance that allow the rifle rack to be used with longer or shorter rifles, or to hold rifle parts, such as barrels, is within the scope of the present invention. A rifle (not shown) is stored in the rifle rack by first inserting the rifle barrel into a U-shaped holder 40 of the barrel support 32 from below and then placing the rifle butt into a corresponding U-shaped holder 38 of the stock support 34.

Although the invention has been described with reference to preferred embodiments, it will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art that numerous modifications are possible in light of the above disclosure. For example, in an alternate embodiment (not shown) the butt support comprises a unitary structure having one or more butt recesses in addition, one or more barrel holes may be provided with a locking
5 means to limit access to particular rifles. In another alternate embodiment (not shown), the barrel support may be split cross-wise into two or more pieces that are mounted on the safe door at different heights above the stock support. This would enable rifles of varying lengths, or rifle parts, such as barrels, to be stored on the rifle rack. All such variations and modifications are intended to be within the scope and spirit of the invention.

I claim:

1. A storage system for use in a gun safe having a door with an interior surface, the system comprising:
   a backing material permanently affixed to the interior surface of the door;
   a plurality of pockets permanently affixed to the backing material; and
   a rack affixed to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets, such that space on the interior surface of the door is maximized.

2. A storage system according to claim 1, wherein the rack comprises:
   a barrel support affixed to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets; and
   a stock support affixed to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets.

3. A storage system according to claim 2, wherein the barrel support is positioned on the interior surface of the door at a height above the stock support.

4. A storage system according to claim 3, wherein the height is sufficient to store rifles in the rack.

5. A storage system according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of pockets are selected from the group consisting of gathered and sewed pockets and pre-formed pockets.

6. A storage system according to claim 5, wherein the gathered and sewed pockets comprise a mesh material affixed to the backing material on three sides and an elastic top band.

7. A storage system according to claim 1, further comprising a plurality of straps affixed to the backing material to form horizontal loops for storage.

8. A gun safe having a door with an interior surface, comprising:
   a backing material permanently affixed to the interior surface of the door;
   a plurality of pockets permanently affixed to the backing material; and
   a rack affixed to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets, such that space on the interior surface of the door is maximized.

9. A gun safe according to claim 8, wherein the rack comprises:
   a barrel support affixed to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets; and
   a stock support affixed to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets.

10. A gun safe according to claim 9, wherein the barrel support is positioned on the interior surface of the door at a height above the stock support.

11. A gun safe according to claim 10, wherein the height is sufficient to store rifles in the rack.

12. A gun safe according to claim 8, wherein the plurality of pockets are selected from the group consisting of gathered and sewed pockets and pre-formed pockets.

13. A gun safe according to claim 12, wherein the gathered and sewed pockets comprise a mesh material affixed to the backing material on three sides and an elastic top band.

14. A gun safe according to claim 8, further comprising a plurality of straps affixed to the backing material to form horizontal loops for storage.

15. A method for storing items in a gun safe having a door with an interior surface, the method comprising the steps of:
   permanently affixing a backing material to the interior surface of the door;
   permanently affixing a plurality of pockets to the backing material; and
   affixing a rack to the interior surface of the door over the backing material and the plurality of pockets, such that space on the interior surface of the door is maximized.

16. A method according to claim 15, wherein the backing material is permanently affixed to the interior surface of the door by applying adhesive between the interior surface of the door and the backing material.

17. A method according to claim 15, wherein the pockets are affixed to the backing material by stitching around a border of each of the pockets.

18. A method according to claim 15, further comprising the steps of permanently affixing a strap in a generally horizontal disposition across the interior surface of the door to provide additional storage options.

19. A storage system for use in a gun safe having a door with an interior panel, the system comprising:
   a backing material permanently affixed to the interior panel of the door;
   a plurality of pockets permanently affixed to the backing material; and
   a rack positioned on the interior panel of the door for holding at least one rifle, the backing material covering an entire inner surface of the interior panel and comprising flaps extending past and wrapped around a top edge, a bottom edge and side edges of the interior panel, the flaps being secured to the interior panel on a surface opposite the inner surface.

20. A storage system according to claim 19, further comprising a plurality of straps permanently affixed to the backing material such that a substantial portion of the surface area of the inner surface of the interior panel is filled with pockets and straps.

21. A storage system according to claim 19, wherein the rifle rack comprises a stock support positioned on a lower portion of the inner surface of the interior panel and comprising at least one butt recess disposed at an acute angle relative to the interior surface of the safe door, and a barrel support positioned on an upper portion of the interior surface of the interior panel, each of the stock support and the barrel support having an outer edge extending away from the inner surface at a right angle and tapering to an acute angle relative to the inner surface to form a cut-away portion in the outer edge of each of the barrel support and the stock support.

22. A storage system for use in a gun safe having a door with an interior panel, the system comprising:
   a backing material covering an entire inner surface of the interior panel, the backing material comprising storage elements filling a substantial portion of the surface area of the inner surface of the interior panel and flaps extending past and wrapped around a top edge, a bottom edge and side edges of the interior panel, the flaps being secured to the interior panel on a surface opposite the inner surface; and a rack positioned on the interior panel for holding at least one rifle.

23. A storage system according to claim 22, wherein the storage elements comprise a plurality of pockets and straps permanently affixed to the backing material.

24. A storage system according to claim 22, wherein the rack comprises a stock support positioned on a lower portion of the inner surface of the interior panel and a barrel support positioned on an upper portion of the inner surface.
25. A storage system for use in a gun safe having a door with an interior panel, the system comprising: a backing material covering an entire inner surface of the interior panel, the backing material comprising flaps extending past and wrapped around a top edge, a bottom edge and side edges of the interior panel, the flaps being secured to the interior panel on a surface opposite the inner surface; the backing material comprising storage elements filling a substantial portion of the surface area of an inner surface of the interior panel.

26. A storage system according to claim 25, wherein the storage elements comprise a plurality of pockets and straps permanently affixed to the backing material.

27. A storage system according to claim 25, further comprising a stock support positioned on a lower portion of the inner surface of the interior panel and a barrel support positioned on an upper portion of the inner surface to secure a rifle to the inner surface of the interior panel.

28. A method for storing items in a gun safe having a door with an interior panel, the door being hingedly attached to a first side frame of the gun safe, the method comprising: covering an inner surface of the interior panel with a backing material comprising flaps that extend past a top edge, a bottom edge and side edges of the interior panel and a plurality of pockets and straps permanently affixed to backing material, such that substantially the entire inner surface is covered with pockets and straps; wrapping the flaps around the top edge, the bottom edge and the side edges; securing the flaps to the interior panel on a surface opposite the inner surface.

29. A method according to claim 28, further comprising positioning a stock support on a lower portion of the inner surface of the interior panel and a barrel support on an upper portion of the inner surface to secure a rifle to the inner surface.

30. A gun safe comprising: a door having an interior panel; a backing material affixed to the interior panel and covering an entire inner surface of the interior panel, the backing material comprising flaps extending past and wrapped around a top edge, a bottom edge and side edges of the interior panel, the flaps being secured to the interior panel on a surface opposite the inner surface; a plurality of pockets permanently affixed to the backing material; and a rack positioned on the interior panel for holding at least one rifle.

31. A gun safe according to claim 30, further comprising a plurality of straps permanently affixed to the backing material such that a substantial portion of the surface area of the inner surface of the interior panel is filled with pockets and straps.

32. A gun safe comprising a door having an interior panel; a backing material covering an entire inner surface of the interior panel, the backing material comprising flaps extending past and wrapped around a top edge, a bottom edge and side edges of the interior panel, the flaps being secured to the interior panel on a surface opposite the inner surface; the backing material comprising storage elements filling a substantial portion the surface area of the inner surface of the interior panel.

33. A gun safe according to claim 32, wherein the storage elements comprise a plurality of pockets and straps permanently affixed to the backing material.

* * * * *